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Personal Productivity – 2
“In order to stay ahead of the never-ending press of daily operations and to attend to the many
important issues of member service, a manager must be well-organized and highly productive.
Below are some of the strategies and habits that can improve your personal productivity.
 Organize and save your work. As you produce written standards, policies, and procedures;
training materials; various communications; specialized spreadsheets; and any other intellectual
material on the computer, save them for future use. Most of what you spend time to create
you’ll use again as you progress through your career, but you must be able to find it.

 Benchmark your operation and forecast business levels. Benchmarking will give you a deeper
understanding of your business and its seasonality and will help you budget more accurately for
future years. It will also allow you to formally forecast upcoming business levels, allowing more
efficient staffing. Both of these disciplines will help take some of the guesswork out of your
business decisions.
 Master and delegate routine tasks. Routine tasks such as setting schedules, ordering
consumable supplies, benchmarking, formal forecasting, and others can and should be delegated
to competent and conscientious employees. You must still supervise the work and check its
accuracy on a regular basis, but you’ll save your own time while helping develop the confidence
and abilities of one or more of your employees. Be sure the selected employees are also
benefiting by the arrangement through genuine learning opportunity or possibly additional
compensation for the tasks. Also, before you delegate any task to another, make sure you have
mastered the task yourself, have a complete understanding of any and all issues involved, and
train the selected employee thoroughly – not just by showing him how, but by explaining why at
the same time.
 Establish daily, weekly, monthly, seasonal, and annual habits. The above disciplines will be far
easier to implement if you establish regular schedules to do some of them.
The efficiency of your operational area and your employee work habits will reflect your personal
productivity. To the extent you are disorganized, undisciplined, and work without a plan, your area
of the operation will follow suit.”
Ed Rehkopf, What I Expect from My Club Management Team

Discussion Points: Discuss any of the points above, particularly how each discipline will
help save time and make managers more productive. Ask managers if they can add any of
their own productive habits to those discussed.

Take Away: Personal productivity is a key discipline for any club manager.
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